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Collision-induced absorption in the n2 fundamental band of CH 4 .
II. Dependence on the perturber gas
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The integrated intensities of the collision-induced enhancement spectra of then2 band of CH4

perturbed by rare gases and linear molecules (N2 , H2 , and CO2) are calculated theoretically using
the quadrupole transition moment obtained from an analysis of CH4–Ar spectra. In addition to the
isotropic quadrupole mechanism responsible for the enhancement in CH4-rare gases, there is
additional absorption arising from the anisotropic quadrupole mechanism in the case of molecular
perturbers. This latter effect involves the matrix element of the anisotropic polarizability for then2

transition in CH4 that is available from the analysis of the depolarized Raman intensity
measurements. Overall, the theoretical values for the slope of the enhancement spectra with respect
to the perturber density are in reasonably good agreement with the experimental results, thus
confirming that the collision-induced absorption arises primarily through the quadrupolar induction
mechanism. ©2002 American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1424311#
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I. INTRODUCTION

The methane molecule is important in many applic
tions, including the absorption of radiation in the Earth
atmosphere, as well as in those of the outer planets. Co
quently, there exist in the literature a large number of stud
of the various infrared and Raman bands of pure meth
and methane-perturber mixtures.1 Many of these studies hav
been carried out for low pressures for which the various
lowed infrared and Raman intensities are proportional to
number density of CH4. For higher densities, there are add
tional absorptions scaling as the square of the density in p
CH4, or as the product of the densities in mixtures. T
enhancement is due to transient dipoles induced during
lisions and is generally referred to as collision-induced
sorption~CIA!.2 Thus, for a mixture at sufficiently low den
sities where binary collisions dominate, a plot of the ba
intensity divided by the density of CH4 versus the perturbe
density, yields a straight line, the slope of which is the bin
CIA absorption coefficient.

In the previous paper,3 we analyzed the enhanceme
absorption in then2 band of CH4–Ar mixtures arising from
the isotropic quadrupolar induction mechanism, and by
ting to the experimental slope~0.011 cm22/agt2!, we ob-
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tained a value for the magnitude of the quadrupole transi
momentu^0uQun2&u50.445ea0

2. This value is in very good
agreement withab initio results (0.478ea0

2).3 In the present
paper, we apply the theory to CH4–X, where X is a different
rare gas~He or Kr! and we generalize it for linear molecula
perturbers (N2 , H2 , or CO2), having well-known pure rota-
tional matrix elements for both the isotropic~a! and aniso-
tropic ~g! polarizabilities and the quadrupole moment.4–6 Be-
cause in the latter cases the perturbers also have quadru
moments, we need to know the sign and magnitude of
matrix element̂ 0ugun2& for CH4. This can be obtained from
an analysis of the absolute intensity of the allowed depo
ized Raman spectrum.7,8 Thus, in the present paper, we d
not introduce any unknown parameters, and the comparis
between theory and experiment provide an independ
check on the proposed CIA mechanism.

The paper is organized in the following way. In Sec.
we briefly review the experimental details of the CIA abso
tion in the n2 fundamental region, and we present new e
perimental data for both CH4-rare gas and CH4-linear mol-
ecule mixtures. In Sec. III, we briefly review the theory f
the isotropic quadrupolar mechanism for calculating
slope of the enhancement and calculate values for all
mixtures. We then generalize the theory to include additio
contributions from the anisotropic quadrupolar mechanis
and calculate these contributions for CH4–N2, CH4–H2, and
CH4–CO2. In addition, because of the importance
il:
© 2002 American Institute of Physics
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CH4–H2 in the atmospheres of the outer planets,9 and
CH4–N2 in the atmosphere of Titan,10 we have also com-
puted synthetic spectra using the spectral line shapes g
by Borysow and Frommhold.11

In Sec. IV, we discuss the results from the present an
sis and we conclude that the quadrupolar induction mec
nism is indeed the dominant mechanism for the obser
CIA absorption in then2 spectral region. Some possible r
finements to the present theory are also discussed briefl

II. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS

The measurements have been made with the experim
tal apparatus and procedures described in Refs. 3 and 12
integrated absorption coefficient between 1410–2000 cm21

divided by rCH4
is plotted versusrX and the results are

shown in Fig. 1. We note that in all cases, the intercept is
good agreement with that obtained for the allowed tran
tions in this region calculated using theHITRAN data.13 The
experimentally determined slopes for the various perturb
are listed in Table I. Note that the present results for CH4–N2

are in agreement with those published previously~0.013
cm22/agt2!.14 However, the present results are more prec
due to the use of then31n4 and 2n3 bands to determine th
CH4 density. It is clear that the slopes increase with incre
ing values of the perturber polarizability, as can be seen fr
the results in Fig. 2, in which the absorption coefficien
divided byrCH4

are shown for four different perturbers take
with the samerX>240 agt.

FIG. 1. The integrated intensities in the spectral region between 1410–
cm21 divided byrCH4

vs rX for the gas mixtures studied. The values for t
least-square fits to the slopes are given in Table I.
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III. THEORY

In this section, we first review briefly the theoretical ca
culation of the slope of the enhancement intensity of the C
n2 band of CH4–X for the isotropic quadrupolar mechanism
Neglecting the smallJ dependence of the matrix element
one can obtain from the work of Poll and co-workers15,16and
Birnbaum et al.,17 the following expression in units o
cm22/agt2:

~1/rCH4
rX!E a~v!dv53~4p2/3!aFn0

2a0
5^0uaXu0&2

3^0uQun2&
2I ~6!vavg iso. ~1!

00

TABLE I. The experimental values and the theoretical contributions to
slope in units of cm22/agt2 of the enhancement spectra for CH4–X.

X Experimental Isotropic
Theory

Anisotropic Totalb Totalc

He 0.000260.0003 0.000 28 ¯ 0.000 28 0.000 38
Ar 0.01160.001 Fit ¯ 0.011 0.0148
Kr 0.02560.001 0.0186 ¯ 0.0186 Fit
H2 0.003560.0003 0.0029 0.0001a 0.0030 0.0041

0.0004 0.0033
N2 0.01260.001 0.0083 0.0010 0.0093 0.0123

0.0003 0.0086
CO2 0.04760.002 0.0187 0.0088 0.0275 0.0354

0.0022 0.0209

aThe upper~lower! value is calculated, assuming the positive~negative! sign
for the quadrupole transition moment.

bCalculated usinĝ 0uQun2&50.445ea0
2 obtained from fitting the slope of

CH4–Ar.
cCalculated usinĝ 0uQun2&50.516ea0

2 obtained from fitting the slope of
CH4–Kr.

FIG. 2. The absorption coefficient divided byrCH4
in units of cm21/agt, vs

v in cm21 for four perturbers; the spectra were all obtained forrX>240 agt.
AIP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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TABLE II. Molecular data used for the calculations.

Rare Gas
Parameter: He Ar Kr

s(a0)a 4.830 6.500 6.807
e/k (K) a 10.22 120 173
^0uau0&(a0

3)b 1.38 11.08 16.76

Molecule
Parameter:

N2

(v850)
H2

(v850)
CO2

(v850)
CH2

(v85n2)

s(a0) 6.956a 5.592a 7.241c 7.203a

e/k (K) 91.5a 36.7a 230c 143a

^0uauv8&(a0
3)b 11.74 5.414 17.81 0

^0uguv8&(a0
3) 4.749b 2.024b 13.99b 2.105d

^0uQuv8&(ea0
2) 21.052b 0.4836b 23.197b 60.445e

System
Parameter: CH4–He CH4–Ar CH4–Kr CH4–H2 CH4–N2 CH4–CO2

s(a0) 6.017 6.835 7.005 6.398 7.080 7.22
e/k (K) 38.24 131.3 157.3 72.47 114.4 181.6
I (6)3104 5.58 3.38 2.50 3.78 2.27 2.22
vavg aniso~cm21) 1885 1559 1553

aReference 18. dReferences 7,8.
bReference 4. eReference 3.
cReference 19.
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In this expression,rCH4
andrX are the densities in amaga

a~v! is the absorption coefficient in cm21 at wave numberv
~cm21!, and the integral is taken over the extent of then2

band from approximately 1410–2000 cm21. aF is the fine
structure constant,n0 is the number density at standard tem
perature and pressure,a0 is the Bohr radius;̂0uaXu0& is the
matrix element of the isotropic polarizability for the pe
turber X that is known from other measurements,^0uQun2&
is the quadrupole transition moment for CH4 obtained from
fitting the CH4–Ar results,3 and I (6) is the dimensionless
integral,

I ~6!54pE
0

`

exp@2Viso~x!/kT#x26 dx, ~2!

wherex[R/a0 . We have approximated the pair distributio
function g(R) by the classical limit, exp@2Viso(x)/kT#,
whereViso(x) is the isotropic interaction potential betwee
CH4 and the perturber X. The integral can be calculated
ing a Lennard-Jones model forViso(x) with the parameters
e/k and s calculated using the usual combining rules; t
values used in the present calculations are given in Tabl
The factorvavg iso is the intensity-weighted transition wav
number:

vavg iso5(
J,J8

~v001vJJ8!PJC~J2J8;00!2, ~3!

where vJJ8 are the quadrupole transition wave numbe
within the n2 band, which can be obtained from the know
spectroscopic constants;1 C(J2J8;00) is a Clebsch–Gorda
coefficient, and thePJ are the normalized Boltzmann factor

PJ5
gJ exp~2Erot /kT!

(JgJ exp~2Erot /kT!
, ~4!
g 2003 to 129.128.203.199. Redistribution subject to 
s-

II.

s

where the statistical weightsgJ are taken from Herzberg.20

Its numerical value~1552 cm21! is close to then2 band-
center wave number,v0051533.3 cm21. Using these values
we obtain for the slope arising from the isotropic quadrup
mechanism the values listed in the third column of Table
These values are in reasonable agreement with the ex
mental results, although there are additional theoretical c
tributions for the molecular perturbers arising from the a
isotropic quadrupole mechanism, which we now calculat

Unlike the case of the isotropic quadrupolar mechani
where there is only one component,3 for the anisotropic case
there are three components,21 whose squares add incohe
ently. Following the same procedure as above, we obtain
following expression for the slope:

1/~rCH4
rX!E a~v!dv

5~4p2/3!aFn0
2a0

5I ~6!$2/3̂ 0uQu0&2^0ugun2&
2

12/3̂ 0ugu0&2^0uQun2&
224/5̂ 0uQu0&^0uQun2&

3^0ugu0&^0ugun2&%vavg aniso, ~5!

where

vavg aniso5 (
J1 ,J18

PJ1
C~J12J18 ;00!2

3 (
J2 ,J28

PJ2
C~J22J28 ;00!2

3~vJ1J
18
1@v001vJ2J

28
# !. ~6!
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In this expression,J1 and J18 are the initial and final rota-
tional quantum numbers for the pure rotational transition
X, and J2 and J28 are the corresponding rotational quantu
numbers for then2 transition in CH4. The normalized Boltz-
mann factors for N2 and H2 are calculated from Eq.~4!,
exceptgJ56 or 3 for even or oddJ in N2 , andgJ51 or 3
for even or oddJ in H2 , respectively; for CO2 the odd rota-
tional levels are missing. Again,vavg anisodoes not differ very
much from the band center wave numberv00 for CH4–N2,
and CH4–CO2, but increases by 20% for CH4–H2 due to the
large rotational constant for H2 . The values calculated ar
listed in Table II.

As one can see from Eq.~5!, the third term in the sum
depends on the signs of the quadrupole and anisotropic
larizability matrix elements. The signs for the matrix el
ments of N2 , H2 , and CO2 are known, and there is som
evidence that the sign of̂0ugun2& is positive.8 However,
because the matrix element^0uQun2& was obtained by equat
ing Eq. ~1! to the experimental slope for CH4–Ar,3 only its
absolute value was obtained, although theab initio calcula-
tions give a positive sign.

Using the data in Table II, we obtain the results for t
anisotropic quadrupolar contribution to the slope given
Table I, assuminĝ0uQun2& is positive or negative, respec
tively. The total theoretical values for the slope are a
listed. If we fit the experimental data for CH4–Kr, we obtain
the valueu^0uQun2&u50.516ea0

2 and, assuming it is positive
we obtain the theoretical slopes given in the last column
Table I.

Because of the importance of CH4–H2 in the atmo-
spheres of the outer planets, we calculate a synthetic s
trum A(v,T)[a(v)/rCH4

rH2
versusv by multiplying each

contribution in Eqs.~1! and ~5! by a normalized line shap
function,L(vJ1J

18
1@v001vJ2J

28
#). We use the quantum line

shape function computed by Borysow and Frommhold11 and

FIG. 3. The absorptionA(v,T) vs v at T5150 K for CH4–H2 ; the dotted
and dashed lines are the isotropic and anisotropic quadrupolar contribu
respectively, and the solid line is the total, calculated assuming the valu
^0uQun2&50.445ea0

2.
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obtain the results atT5150 K shown in Fig. 3. As can be
seen from the figure, the anisotropic contribution does
significantly affect the absorption around the band center,
it becomes dominant for frequencies higher than 2000 cm21.
Because the main temperature dependence arises from
integral I (6) ~although there is a slightT dependence for
vavg), one can easily compute the spectrum for otherT, ap-
propriate to the ambient temperatures in the atmosphere
interest. Note that the actual absorption depends on the p
uct rCH4

rH2
, both of which vary inversely withT for a fixed

pressure. ForT5150 K, the integralI (6)53.8731024, and
the absorption would increase over that at room tempera
by the factor @ I (6)rCH4

rH2
#150 K/@ I (6)rCH4

rH2
#300 K54.09,

assuming the same partial pressures. In Fig. 4, we pre
similar results for CH4–N2 calculated atT5110 K, close to
the temperature at Titan’s surface. Because of the lower t
perature, the linewidths are smaller, and there is more st
ture apparent in this spectrum than in that for CH4–H2; this
structure arises from the nuclear statistical weights for CH4.
Although Titan’s predominantly N2 atmosphere has a surfac
pressure of 1.6 bar~compared to 1 bar for the Earth!, because
of the lower temperature the corresponding densities are
proximately a factor of 5 greater, and thus the correspond
CIA absorption would be 25 times greater.

IV. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

From the results of the present calculations, we can d
some general conclusions. First, the isotropic quadrup
mechanism with H2 and N2 is an order of magnitude large
than the anisotropic quadrupolar one, while for CO2 it con-
tributes approximately 70%. The magnitude of the latter
pends on the signs of the matrix elements ofQ and g. Be-
cause only the magnitude of^0uQun2& can be obtained from
intensity measurements, we calculated both possibilit

ns,
or

FIG. 4. The absorptionA(v,T) vs v at T5110 K for CH4–N2 ; the dotted
and dashed lines are the isotropic and anisotropic quadrupolar contribut
respectively, and the solid line is the total, calculated assuming the valu
^0uQun2&50.445ea0

2.
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From a comparison of the results listed in Table I, bet
agreement is obtained between theory and experiment f
positive sign, and this is consistent with the positive s
obtained from theab initio calculations.

We note that, in general, the total theoretical values
tained for the slope usinĝ0uQun2& obtained from fitting the
Ar data are lower than the experimental ones, except for
where the experimental slope was too small to be accura
measured. If one adopts theab initio value, all the slopes
would be larger by the factor (0.478/0.445)2 or approxi-
mately 15%. By fitting the experimental slope for CH4–Kr
instead of CH4–Ar, we obtained the larger value for th
transition matrix element (0.516ea0

2), and thus larger value
for all the slopes. Overall, the agreement is improved.

We note that in the present calculations, we have con
ered only the long-range quadrupolar induction mechani
There are other mechanisms that would contribute additiv
to the values of the slopes; in particular, there would b
small dipole-induced dipole contribution, octopole-induc
dipole, etc., as well as contributions from short-range co
ponents of the induced dipoles. In addition, the present
sults depend sensitively on the Lennard-Jones paramets,
and there appear in the literature a range of values obta
from the analyses of different transport data, especially
CH4 and CO2. For this system, because of the large anis
ropy of the interaction potential, the Lennard-Jones mode
less realistic, and this may account for the observed disc
ancy between theory and experiment.

In any case, given the overall agreement between the
and experiment, and considering all the theoretical uncert
ties, as well as the experimental errors in determining
slopes, we conclude that the quadrupolar mechanism is
deed responsible for most of the observed enhanceme
both CH4-rare gas and CH4-molecule mixtures studied.
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